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BOSTON CHAPTER
Reporter: Phyllis Konop
President: Bill Koenigsberg
Photographers: Phyllis Konop and Bill Koenigsberg
Sunday, September 29, we traveled to Sharon, MA to the
home of Barry Kasindorf and Genna Robbins for our second
Boston-area chapter meeting of 2019. We were blessed with
beautiful sunny weather for traveling.
Barry and Genna were happy to share their new home
which they recently moved into and where they now have
plenty of room to display Barry’s extensive collection of
automatic musical instruments. The collection encompasses
clocks, Regina and Stella disc music boxes, cylinder music
boxes, phonographs, Edison cylinder phonographs, radios,
a Chickering Ampico B grand piano and a Franklin Marque
Ampico pedal pumper.
Members and guests arrived early in the afternoon. Genna
had prepared tasty finger foods and members brought
additional goodies and tasty desserts.

Left: 15” Reginaphone. Shelf: Edison
Red Gem phonograph

A short business meeting was held followed by a
comprehensive tour of the eclectic collections. At the
meeting, we discussed election of officers for next year as
well as the declining membership in our AMICA chapter. We
also addressed what members are looking for to enhance
their own musical collections.

Left: Edison Lyre Front Amberola 1A phonograph. Right:
Regina Hexaphone cylinder record jukebox.
Middle: Edison Opera

A Herzog Full-Barrel cylinder phonograph cabinet with an
Edison Opera Cylinder phonograph on top
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Top shelf: Narragansett Beer Barrel advertising radio with
an Ithaca calendar clock, and a Fashons calendar clock.
Left: Pathe radio speaker. Middle shelf: cylinder box with
six bells and a Paillard interchangeable cylinder box.
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A 12” Reginaphone music box with wooden horn and
(behind) a Fortuna 12” disk musicbox

Left: Edison Triumph phono and Regina Hexaphone
jukebox. Right: Victor schoolhouse phonograph with
wooden horn

Floor: RCA 1948 TV. Left: front to the 20 ¾ Regina
changer

Edison Red Gem Phono and a Gem roller cob organ and
various musicboxes. Top shelf: QRS Playasax and Clariola

Chickering 5’ Ampico B and a 1948 AMI model C jukebox

Columbia Graphanola Deluxe Reginaphone
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PACIFIC CAN-AM CHAPTER
Reporter and Photographer: Carl Dodrill
President: Stu Swanberg
Vice President: Rob Reid
People really enjoyed the song, and in clever ways it gave
real tribute to the 14 people of the convention committee as
their names came up one by one: Spencer Chase, Carl and
Halie Dodrill, Paul Hempel, Bill and Judy Mote, Bruce
Newman, Rob and Penny Reid, Marc Sachnoff, Stu and
Alison Swanberg, Annie Tyvand, and Rob Wilson. (Don
Henry and Terry Smythe also provided major support of the
convention effort with the production of the video about the
convention and the name tags, respectively).

Our hosts Joan and Rob Wilson
On September 15, 2019, our chapter met at the home of
Rob and Joan Wilson in Seattle. The Wilsons have been
a part of our chapter for many years, and Rob has served
as Treasurer for as long as anyone can remember. Their
home was the site of one of the open houses at the end of
the recent convention in Seattle, and the diversity of their
collection was appreciated by those who visited at that time.
The same variety was appreciated on the present occasion,
and the warm welcome that was extended to everyone who
came in the door set the stage for a most pleasant afternoon.

A most positive atmosphere pervaded the Business Meeting
where the favorable outcomes of the convention were
reported and discussed in detail. The favorable outcomes
included the number of registrants (130 people attended) and
the financial last line ($4,722 was left over after paying every
expense of the convention including all those pertaining to
the four artists who performed). While the outcome of the
convention was believed to be excellent in every respect,
it was agreed that the drawing of people together was
especially notable. People attending the convention seemed
to connect with one another remarkably well, and the
members of our chapter also became better connected with
one another. A most pleasant and cohesive atmosphere
prevailed as people recounted incident after incident of
positive things and interchanges that had occurred during
the convention.

People enjoyed music through the afternoon, and even four
hours after the meeting began, the instruments were still being
played. However, there was no doubt but that our members
basked in the glow of the recent convention sponsored by
the chapter. The stage was set by Vice President Rob and
Penny Reid who had the entire group sing a song that they
had composed for the occasion. The tune was “This Land
is Your Land” but the title was, “AMICA is Made for You and
Me” and the words were specifically about the convention.
Each of the four stanzas spoke of parts of the convention
and they named the people who had been responsible for
the success of each part. After each stanza, the following
chorus was sung:
Our Can-Am Chapter is what we know best. We want to
share it with all the rest.
So, did we mention, we had a convention? AMICA is
made for you and me

The Business Meeting was truly enjoyed by all as people
reflected on the convention

.
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Carl Dodrill enjoys the same Orchestrelle model that had
been in the Dodrill home for many years.

People load up on the food after the Business Meeting

Deven Pierce plays the Aeolian Orchestrelle Model V while
David Stone looks on

Conversation is enjoyed at dinner by (left to right) Alison
and Stu Swanberg, and Al and Nancy Rustad

People sing, “AMICA is Made for You and Me.”

Rob Wilson plays a roll on the Haines upright grand while
Deven Pierce and Harry Blond look on
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FOUNDING CHAPTER
Reporter: Russ Kriegel
President: John Ulrich

Our end-of-summer meeting, following long-standing
tradition took place at the hillside estate of chapter Veep Roy
Powlan in peaceful Orinda, CA. The afternoon of August the
25th was pleasantly warm and resulted in a good turnout
of at least 30 attendees. AMICAns were kept refreshed
with a well-supplied banquet table full of potluck surprises
and a counter stacked with every kind of wine. Guests
were entertained by tunes played on Roy’s Knabe model
A Ampico, and his spectacular Steinway model O Duo-Art
grand pianos. Energetic folks even took turns pumping the
Half-Duo-Art upright.
At our business meeting, Sandy Swirsky discussed progress

made in planning and organization of the upcoming 2020
AMICA-MBSI convention. A few minutes were set aside in
remembrance of recently deceased AMICA founder Richard
Reutlinger. A video slideshow of photos of Richard at various
events over the years had been assembled by Spencer
Chase for the 2019 convention, and was presented after the
meeting on a large screen TV in Roy’s living room for all to
enjoy. If you should wish to view the slide-show, you can
access it online at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afN0a73Ntfc
The meeting continued well into the late afternoon, fueled by
lively conversation and music.

Guests assemble in Roy's grand music hall.

Mark Williams and Jared DiBartolomeo
discuss the Concertola roll
changer Knabe Ampico

Roy Powlan operates his beautiful Steinway Duo-Art grand
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John Kiszla running the show at the
Knabe Ampico

HEART OF AMERICA CHAPTER
Reporter: Dan Davis
President: Mike Schoeppner

In early September the Heart of America AMICA chapter
attended the fifty- sixth annual Missouri River Valley Steam
Engine show. Eight members attended bringing four organs. It
was a near perfect fall day for entertaining the many hundred
show attendees. A parade lasting nearly five hours featured
vintage steam traction engines, farm implements, antique
cars, and modern tractors. Small garden tractors shown are
even becoming collectable. The parade organizers provided
us with a home cooked lunch and desserts as only farm
wives can prepare. A local Boonville restaurant on the banks
of the Missouri River completed the evening with more home
cooking and tempting desserts.

Mike Schoeppner

Robbie Tubbs and "PAN"JO showing his banjo made
from pie pans

Yousuf Wilson

Young cranker

Yousuf Wilson entertains
young listener.

Bob Stout
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LADY LIBERTY CHAPTER
Reporter: Buzz Rosa
President: Marie Beemish

On September 14th, 2019 AMICA’s Lady Liberty Chapter
organized a two-part chapter meeting billed as an
"extravaganza". The first part was 10 AM to Noon at the
Classic Auto Mall in Morgantown PA. The Auto Mall was
once an indoor shopping mall that covers eight acres. It went
dormant for approximately eight years and was then bought
to become a huge showroom of antique and classic cars and
trucks for sale. Many vehicles have been totally restored and
many need restorations. The most interesting vehicles are
the "Barn Finds", most of which are historical commercial
trucks found forgotten in barns in and around Pennsylvania.
They are unique for their kerosene headlamps. Some others
carried carbide tanks on their running boards to supply
carbide gas to the big brass headlights on the front of the
trucks.
Some of us arrived early and got to spend more time with
the cars and to ask the salesmen questions on specific cars.
About 9:30 AM we heard the distinct sound of a Wurlitzer
Orchestrion playing in the East Wing of the mall. As we
approached the source of the music, we found Joe and Judy
Hanulec and their Wurlitzer style 33a PianOrchestra. Joe
was doing some minor adjustments, but it sounded great.
Within a few minutes most of the AMICA members were
milling around the Wurlitzer and taking turns to press the
start button and hear the next tune. After we all got to greet
each other people went in different directions to see their
favorite cars.
At noon we left the auto mall and followed each other to
Michael Clemens' farmhouse in Lancaster PA. (Before
leaving the Classic Auto Mall, Marie Beemish gave each of
us a sheet of photos of Mike’s farmhouse and the 3-story
barn, which made finding his home easy.) We arrived in

Antique car mall is divided into showrooms. Exotic cars
and high-performance cars were here
time for a wonderful grilled lunch served by Michael and
his brother. Marie led the business meeting underneath
the Gazebo and then were invited to see Michel's magical
collection of mechanical music machines. Michael has been
doing restorations since he was a teenager.
We got to hear his large Estey model-T, 9-rank reed organ,
a beautiful Knabe 9-foot concert grand piano with the QRS
Pianomation 3 system and a very early 1911 Mills Violano that
had been restored by Lady Liberty member Paul Manganaro.
Paul pointed out that the early Violano machines had a glass
plate that separated the Violin from the piano strings. His
best guess was that it was supposed to reflect the violin
music forward and to let the piano exit from the top of the
machine, thus allowing the violin to appear to be the music
leader. Lady Liberty member, Ian Fraser, entertained us by
playing Broadway show tunes on the reed organ and the
Knabe Concert grand. Another member, Ira Malik, gave him
some musical advice that became almost a comedy sketch.
As the meeting ended many people began to head home,
but a few of us decided to visit the Strasburg Railroad the
next morning and ride the famous steam train. We arrived
to see hundreds of kids and parents standing in line to take
a train ride behind Thomas the Tank engine. It was "Thomas
Day" at the Strasburg Railroad. The ticket agent said the
classic black steam engine was scheduled to run and would
not be crowded because everyone wanted to ride behind
Thomas. As we bought our tickets the agent warned us "If
your locomotive has a face, wait for the next one to come in."
What a weekend! It really was an extravaganza, and more.

Cars are behind glass, but walkways allow inspections
of historic cars. Every car carries a sign about the make,
model, year and price
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More cars ready for inspection by potential customers

The group enjoys listening to the PianOrchestra with the
panels removed

The main walkway is populated by restored cars from the
30's to the recent vintages

This Wurlitzer band organ style 166 replica was at the west
end of the mall but was not playing that day

With the side panels removed the Wurlitzer sounded
much louder and a great opportunity to
photograph interior details.
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Endless line of
vintage autos to
see and buy

Michael's home is a well-preserved historical farmhouse.
The structure to the right appears to be the location of the
original water well.

Joe and Judy
arrived early to do
minor repairs on
their Wurlitzer.
Side panels
removed to reveal
the instruments in
action.

Paul Manganaro, Jenny Beemish, and Ira
Malek enjoy a violin and piano concert performed
by the Violano

Ian Fraser entertains
on the organ

The entrance to the
Antique car Museum and
Dealership
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NORTHERN LIGHTS CHAPTER

MUSIC BOX AND PROJECT EVENT

Reporter: Gary Goldsmith with assistance from Susan and John Ellingson
President: Gary Goldsmith
use in Gary and Alex’s perennial plant business. As the
business contracted, Gary took over the shop, which was
admired by all. Unfortunately, its large size allows Gary to
accumulate more projects than he is likely to ever complete.
Gary explained some of his ongoing projects including the
restoration of a 17 3/8” Polyphon 43BG with 12 bells, for which
he is getting guidance and assistance from MBSI member
Ralph Schultz. Gary also showed us many other projects of
interest including an Ariston reed organ restoration, and a
pipe organ project. At the end of the shop visit Gary talked
about and played his Aeolian Orchestrelle.
Back at the house, we enjoyed a great meal of fried chicken,
pulled pork barbeque sandwiches, corn on the cob, and all
the trimmings.
Our hosts Gary and Alex at their Fischer Ampico
Our Northern Lights Chapter held a summer get-together
along with the MBSI Snowbelt chapter on August 17th at the
beautiful home of Gary Goldsmith and Alex Stolitza in rural
Big Lake, Minnesota. About 30 people enjoyed the warm
summer day and the informative presentations as well as the
delicious dinner.
Gary and Alex take different approaches to their collections.
Alex’s collection consists of various music boxes, all of which
work and most of which are in excellent condition. The
collection ranges from a small pre-1930’s Thorens to a 24 1/2”
Polyphone that originally included a gambling mechanism so
that customers would occasionally get a return on the coins
they inserted. This upright box bears the inscription “Sobald
die Glocke hier erklingt, Die Marke aus dem Kasten springt”,
which generally translates from the German “When the bell
rings, the coin from the box springs. With “Marke” being the
German mark.

Following dinner, we had a short meeting at which we
formally accepted the resignation of Paul Watkins, our longtime president who is now in full retirement mode. Members
thanked Paul for his many years of service and support. Gary,
as treasurer, and Don Barton, as vice-president, presided.
At present no one has been willing to step forward to be
president, so Gary and Don agreed to continue managing
the operations of the chapter for now.
A fun time was had by all and Gary and Alex tell us they plan
to have another event next summer.

Alex gave a nice talk and demonstration of many of the
boxes in his collection while Gary added interesting tidbits
about the boxes and their collecting adventures. One of the
favorites, of course, was the Mermod Freres cylinder box
with bells, drum, and castanets.
Members also enjoyed seeing many interesting things that
are not mechanical music related, including Alex’s Bizzi
spinet, which he imported from Italy.

Alex
demonstrates
the first music
box he bought
– his 15.5-inch
Regina

Alex's Mermod
Freres cylinder
box with bells
and percussion

During the day we enjoyed appetizers and beverages before
we took a short walk to Gary’s shop. Gary’s collection
consists of lots of projects, all in need of some sort of work.
The shop is large and spacious as it was originally built for
AMICA Bulletin - January/February 2020
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Alex talks about his music box collection. The
upright Polyphon in the background originally
included a gambling device component

Gary talked about his built-up Emerson player with
a Player Piano Co. G-roll frame installed. Steve
Meissner, Nate Otto, Jim Kutzer to the right

We enjoyed a great dinner of fried
chicken and all the fixings
The screen porch offered a cool space for Carol
Schultz, Norma Gaffron, Merrie Tolzman,
and Jim Kutzer

Ron Olson helps Alex pick out rolls for the Fischer
Ampico Player

Gary explained and
played his Aeolian
Orchestrelle
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Tim Wheat, Jerrilyn Boehland, and Ralph Shultz
enjoyed the day
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SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CHAPTER
Reporter: Diane DeTar
President: Lowell Boehland

Griffith Park Merry-Go-Round

Rosemary West and Jack Janzen standing between one of
the recently refinished shields from the crown section

Our September meeting found 44 members riding the Griffith
Park Merry-go-round. The Spillman Engineering company
was commissioned by the Spreckles family in 1926 to build
a 68-horse merry-go-round housed at the Mission Beach
Amusement Center in San Diego, CA. It was moved to its
current location in Griffith Park in 1937. The Merry-go-round
is comprised of 68 handmade horses, all jumpers. Playing
for us as we flew through the air was a custom-built Stinson
165 Military Band Organ. It plays more than 1,500 songs. It’s
the only full size Spillman carousel still in operation today.

Theme Parks. This is the reason that every Disneyland has
a train circling it!

A little-known fact was that this Merry-go-round was Walt
Disney’s inspiration for Disneyland. When his children were
young Walt would take them to the Merry-go-round on
weekends. During one visit, while sitting on a bench watching
his kids go round and round, he was inspired to create a
large-scale gathering site that the whole family could enjoy.
His dream was realized on July 17, 1955 when Disneyland
opened to the public.
Rosemary West and Jack Janzen were our hosts along with
Julio assisting in the operation of the merry-go-round. The
Taco Truck lady was there to provide a wonderful lunch for
the club. And we had a face painter there also to add to the
festivities.

Our October meeting was, of course, an Oktoberfest! It was
held at the home of Connie and Dieter Brehm in Tehachapi.
We were holding our breath until the last minute to make
sure that we would even have a meeting. The fires around
LA had closed the 5 freeway and a lot of our members were
driving in from LA. But overnight the Santa Ana winds died
down, the fire was contained, and the freeway was opened!
The day turned out to be spectacular. It was a beautiful Fall
day. Connie and Dieter were all decked out in their German
attire and they arranged for a complete German style dinner
to be served.
As it turned out we had a wonderful guest speaker. Dave
Saul was asked to describe his roll making business. He
talked about the purchase of the perforator and the various
changes that he made to it to be able to do “Precision
Music Rolls”. As truly one of the great people in our AMICA
Chapter, it was really a treat to have him give this impromptu
talk. There were a lot of questions afterwards and I think
everyone was just as fascinated as I was.
Dieter and Connie showed off their wonderful collection which
they inherited from her dad, Bill Blair. There were several
music boxes as well as Orchestrions and a Wurlitzer 105
Military Band Organ. Now that they have retired, they can
go to work on some of their instruments. After the meeting a
few of us went to see the internationally famous “Tehachapi
Loop”. It’s a 3/4-mile helix spiral through which freight trains
travel daily completely looping over themselves. There’s a
train museum there also in which both Connie and Dieter are
docents. All in all, it was a banner day.

Then after lunch we headed over to the Walt Disney
Carolwood Barn. This was a place where Walt spent many
days working on his trains and imagining what Disneyland
would be like. You could say that all of Walt’s ideas for
Disneyland sprang to life in the Barn first. It was saved after
the Disney’s sold their house in Holmby Hills. It was placed
in Griffith Park by Diane Disney Miller and is dedicated to her
father’s passion for all things “train” and how that passion is
reflected in the Disney Company and specifically, the Disney
AMICA Bulletin - January/February 2020
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Joel and Cathy Feldman enjoying a smooth
on a chariot

nd Jerry Pell

Taco Truck Lady making street tacos for Diane
DeTar and Jerry Pell
Taco Truck Lady making street tacos for Diane
DeTar and Jerry Pell

Michelle Roth along with their daughter,
with their freshly painted faces.

Michelle
Roth
along
with
theirdaughter,
daughter,
ChrisChris
and and
Michelle
Roth
along
with
their
with
their freshly
Kiersten,Kiersten,
with their
freshly
paintedpainted
faces.faces.

Barn featuring the King George V engine
Inside the Barn featuring the King George V engine
Inside the Barn featuring the King George V engine

Joel and Cathy Feldman enjoying a smooth ride
on a chariot
Joel and Cathy Feldman enjoying a smooth
ride on a chariot

The Disney Carolwood Barn. On the left is th
replica of the old postal/passenger train tha
worked on when he was 14 years old

The Disney Carolwood Barn. On the left is the
The Disney
Carolwood
Barn. Ontrain
the that
left Walt
is the
replica
of the old
postal/passenger
replica of the old postal/passenger train that Walt
worked on when he was 14 years old
worked on when he was 14 years old

Memorabilia inside the barn including Walt’s
Memorabilia
inside thedesk
barn including Walt’s
original
drawing

original drawing desk
Memorabilia inside the barn including Walt’s
original drawing desk

A pictu
2012 of
A picture from
2012 of Connie
and Die
and Dieter with
her dad
her dad, Bill Blair.
They in
They inherited
much of Bill’s
much o
collection after
he
collecti
passed
passed

The plaque The
explaining
enginethe engine
plaque the
explaining

e explaining the engine
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A picture from 2012 of Connie and Dieter with
her dad, Bill Blair. They inherited much of Bill’s
collection after he passed
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AMICA members,
friends and family in
the music room

Connie
serving
traditional
German fare

Our hosts, Connie wearing her dirndl dress and Dieter
wearing his lederhosen, traditional
Oktoberfest German clothing.

Dieter standing in between the
Seeburg KT and the Alan Pell organ

Dave Saul giving us a history lesson
on his perforating machine
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The group
enjoying the
instruments
in the music
room

The music box collection
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SOWNY CHAPTER
Reporter: Mike Walter
President: Glenn Roat

kept, they have a very nice Wurlitzer Harp and also a 27”
Regina Music Box with a changer. Both sound fantastic!
Another instrument, which is from a different era, but still
is fun to see and hear is a French Scopitone that works
wonderfully well and plays its movies with great visual and
aural clarity.

Kathay and Craig behind their Wagner and Levien barrel
organ imported from Mexico (but is actually an Italian
Bacigaluporgan)
Sunday, September 22nd was a bright and sunny day for
travelling to the home of Craig and Kathay Smith in the
town of Pittsford, New York, a residential area south east
of Rochester. Craig and Kathay have had several musical
instruments for a while, but parts of their collection do change
from time to time, which makes a visit to their home more
interesting. They have a very nice Mills Violano placed in just
the right spot, so it can be heard throughout their home.
On their second floor, where many of the instruments are

Greg Swanson, Jack Bloemendaal, Larry Weingartner,
Jeff Vincent and Paula Mackowiak are listening intently as
president Glenn Roat speaks
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Craig was happy to play several disc and cylinder music
boxes for his guests, and they were appreciative of his
generosity and his wide collection of instruments. Later in
the day, Craig shared with us an early 1900s Wagner and
Levien barrel organ imported from Mexico (but is an Italian
Bacigalupo organ). When Craig found that the organ had no
pins on the barrel and could not be efficiently repined, Craig
found a small midi controller and drivers from the workshop
of Bill Klinger that supplies an electrical signal to a set of
small solenoids that open the original valves and operate all
of the pipes in the normal fashion. It is still cranked by hand
to provide the air pressure to drive the pipes. ‘Twas another
very fine sounding instrument.
The dinner was pot-luck, as usual and no one left the home
hungry (which seems to be always the case).The meeting,
which was called to order by our chapter president, included
the distribution of a list of chapter members and their
“specialties”, which is a nice way of sharing interests and
specialties. Also discussed was a future trip for our chapter
to spots in New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania. All had
a good time at our meeting, and we thanked our host and
hostess for opening their home to our chapter.

Paula Mackowiak, Shirley Neeper, Sharon Bloemendaal,
Tom Cardinal and Craig Smith (hiding behind the door)
listening to Glenn Roat conduct the Chapter Meeting
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CarlLeroy
Baxter,Neeper
Leroy Neeper
and Swanson
Linda Swanson
Carl Baxter,
and Linda

Alan Mueller, Christy Counterman, Chris Cardinal,
and
Bruce
Bartholomew
are enjoying
as
Alan
Mueller,
Christy Counterman,
Christhemselves
Cardinal, and
a Bruce
break Bartholomew
in the festivities
allow a themselves
pose for the
are enjoying
ascamera
a break in
the festivities allow a pose for the camera

Craig
demonstrates
their
barrel
organ
its various
Craig demonstrates
their
barrel
organ
withwith
its various
stops
stops

A very nice sounding Wurlitzer Harp
A very nice sounding Wurlitzer Harp

A special clock that is in the Craig Smith Collection

Craig and Kathay’s Regina 27” Changer
Craig and Kathay’s Regina 27” Changer

A special clock that is in the Craig Smith Collection
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TEXAS CHAPTER Reporter: Annette Stewart
President: Robert Stewart

Members enjoying good conversations and old-fashioned candy corn.
President Bob Stewart thanked our hosts, Wade and Becky
Newton, and called the October meeting to order at 2:30.
Sixteen members and two guests were in attendance. We
were happy to welcome back two of our chapters founding
members, Richard and Linda Claytor. It was also good to
have Ron and Pat Bennett back. They had missed a few
meetings due to health issues. Bob gave a brief report on
the MBSI meeting in Rockville, Maryland. He encouraged
all to attend next years joint meeting of AMICA and MBSI to
be held in the San Francisco area. Our year end meeting will
be at the Stewarts on December 7th. A roster for up-coming
meetings was discussed. The treasurers report was given.

The afternoon continued in a most enjoyable way with good
music, lively conversation and great eats. A good time was
had by all.

We enjoyed listening to the instruments in Wade and Becky’s
collection: 1916 Cremona Style 2 A-Roll Nickelodeon, 1921
Coinola Cupid keyboardless A-Roll Nickelodeon and a 1922
Chickering 5’4” Ampico Grand. The Grand had just had its
valves restored and was awake after a long sleep.
Our Hosts, Wade & Becky Newton with the Cremona Style
2 in the background
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Our Host Wade Newton (on Right) showing the roll frame of
the Coinola Cupid to Jim Shawhan (guest), Jim Quashnock,
Bill McKeown, Sharon Boruff and Nipper.

Annette Stewart and Kathy Quashnock looking like they
have been up to something

Ron and Pat Bennett having a good visit with Janet
Tonnesen

Cody Handlin (guest) checks out the workings of the
Chickering Ampico A

Texas Chapter founding members Richard
and Linda Claytor

New member Will Kanute appears to be having a good
time. Others in photo are Linda and Richard Claytor along
with Bill McKeown
AMICA Bulletin - January/February 2020
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TEXAS CHAPTER Reporter: Annette Stewart
President: Robert Stewart
Photographs: Wade Newton
The May 11, 2019 meeting was well attended by 15 members
and two guests. The schedule for upcoming meetings was
given and the membership was urged to volunteer for 2020.
Janet Tonnesen, our hostess, gave a brief history of her 1926
Marshall & Wendell Ampico-A upright. Janet’s collection
also includes a Yamaha Disklavier which plays midi Ampico,
Duo-Art, Welte, and standard 88-note rolls. Much music,
fellowship, and good eats followed.

A surprise was delivered in the form of a homebuilt organ
enclosed in a military style trailer. The organ was made of
unconventional parts. The owner, Steve Reed, entertained us
and Janet’s neighbors with music in the street all afternoon.
A grand time was had by all.

Jim Quashnock, Bob Stewart, George Augustas visit while
Bill McKeown and Will Kanute listen to the calliope

Kathy Quashnock, Janet Tonnesen (hostess), and Frances
Ware pause conversation for a photo
Guest Steve Reed brought his homemade calliope to the
meeting. Sounded very good

President Bob Stewart chats with Andy Ware
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Jim Quashnock, Janet Tonnesen, Ken Long, Rich Clayton
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Lively conversation between Bill McKeow
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The Chicago Chapter AMICA will be joining MBSI, COAA & ATOS for the holiday party at Sanfilippo's on December 14.
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Then, on December 15, the Chicago Chapter is planning to visit the Driehaus Museum in Chicago, followed by a meeting
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at Jim Edwards and a concert on his Steinway Duo-Art reproducing piano. Look for the Chicago Chapter report and photos
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Editors Note: For those wondering where the Chicago Chapter was, Treasurer Paul Mayer and new Reporter
Ken Walczak assure us it is still part of the greater Chicago Area, on the banks of Lake Michigan with a vibrant
membership and contributions to The AMICA Bulletin that are being revitalized by Paul, Ken, and others.
Your editor has been working with them to bring some Chapter reports and other articles to these venerable
pages. Look for them soon!
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